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True to its name the FIRMAN Whisper Series features some of the quietest inverter generators
on the market. We’ve engineered these inverters so that they are able to vary their engine
speed based on load. Not only does this technology mean FIRMAN inverters are whisper quiet,
it makes them incredibly fuel efficient, providing up to 9 hours of run time on one tank of fuel.
FIRMAN Whisper Series inverters deliver clean power at a very low Total Harmonic Distortion
(THD) which makes them ideal for sensitive medical or electronic equipment.
In order to provide the ultimate in flexibility all FIRMAN Whisper Series inverters include USB
ports that can be used to charge cell phones, tablets and all of the other devices that have
become such integral parts of our lives. Our 3000W series inverters and parallel kits feature an
RV-Ready TT-30R outlet so you can keep the fun going with your camper, toy hauler or RV. It’s
possible to achieve nearly double power or more by connecting two FIRMAN Whisper Series
inverters with a FIRMAN Parallel Kit, and with FIRMAN you have the freedom to connect two of
the same or even different size inverters. To ensure safety in all types of weather we’ve included
outlet covers on every Whisper Series inverter.
In the areas of ease of use and service FIRMAN has delivered in a big way! FIRMAN Whisper
Series Inverters include everything you need to get started right in the box, including a detailed
owner’s manual, funnel, start-up oil, tool kit, and quick-start guide. We’ve backed up every
FIRMAN Whisper Series inverter with our legendary 3 year warranty as well as technical support
provided by our highly skilled technicians in Phoenix, AZ.

“

SOME OF THE QUIETEST
INVERTER GENERATORS
ON THE MARKET

”
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Whisper

1700 Watt

Recoil

EPA/CARB/cETL
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Whisper

3000 Watt

Recoil/Electric/Remote

EPA/CARB/cETL
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FIRMAN Hybrid Dual Fuel Generators – the new standard in power generation and
exceptional performance. Our Dual Fuel generators allow users the option to run off traditional
gas or liquid propane for 20 hours of combined run time (with a common 20 lb LP tank) and
our largest in industry gas tanks, 5 Gal on the FIRMAN 3-4.9 KW’s and 8 Gals on our 5KW
and larger. Experience the power and performance of FIRMAN generators, whether you’re a
Crossroads Camper, Weekend Warrior, Professional Contractor, or just preparing for the next
storm or the next “Zombie Apocalypse”. Our Hybrid “Dual Fuel” models range from 3000W’s to
10,000W’s so you can accommodate any of your outdoor power needs and have fuel options
that will allow you to accomplish your mission when and where you need.
In the areas of ease of use and service FIRMAN has delivered in a big way! FIRMAN Hybrid
Series Dual Fuels include everything you need to get started right in the box, including a
detailed owner’s manual, funnel, start-up oil, tool kit, wheel kit, battery for our electric start
units, 5.5 ft propane hose, and quick-start guide. We’ve backed up every FIRMAN Hybrid
Series with our legendary 3 year warranty as well as technical support provided by our highly
skilled technicians in Phoenix, AZ.

“

NEW STANDARD IN
POWER GENERATION AND
EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE

”
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Hybrid

3650 Watt

Recoil/Electric

EPA/CARB/cETL
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